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Professional Issues
Daylian Cain on Dangerous Conflicts and the Imperfect
Antidote of Disclosure
by Christina Nelson
Reprinted with permission by the Financial Planning Association, Journal of Financial
Planning, March 2012

What can a professor from Yale with advanced degrees in philosophy,
ethics, and organizational behavior teach financial planning professionals
about conflicts of interest? A lot. Daylian Cain’s research into unexpected
aspects and up shots of advice giving and receiving digs deeper than
most planners have had the opportunity to explore. He finds that although
advisers are wise to the potential hazards conflicts pose, and therefore
appreciate the need to disclose them, many underestimate the role
unintentional bias mixed with improper incentives play when advising
clients. And the SEC is listening.
To get a better idea of what Cain plans to elucidate at his keynote
address at FPA Retreat 2012 in May, the Journal spoke with him about
the breadth of research he’s conducted on overlooked factors influencing
client decisions—from why some won’t save to why others have a
charitable instinct. And he also seeks to help planners with their own
mental limiters, including the trap of overconfidence and how to combat
it.
1. A paper you co-wrote, published in the Journal of the American
Medical Association, explores the susceptibility people have to
conflicts of interest—not because of intentional corruption but
because of the effect unintentional bias has on decision making. Can
you explain how this might affect a financial planner’s advice to
clients?
It was a paper that I wrote with Allan Detsky. We found that people do not
fully appreciate that many of the problems caused by conflicts of interest
are not from intentional corruption— not from advisers staying awake at
night trying to figure out how to bilk their clients. But a lot of it is from
unintentional bias. Biased advice can come from well-meaning
professionals like you or me—people who have normal values who think
they’re giving good advice, but for whom misaligned incentives
can make it basically psychologically impossible to be objective. This is a
story about good people doing bad things.
2. In the same study you posit that full disclosure is not only an
inadequate counter to conflicts of interest; it may actually make
professionals more biased rather than less. How so, and what is your
solution?
I was referring to an original study I did with George Loewenstein and
Don Moore called “The Dirt on Coming Clean.” We showed that
disclosure can morally license advisers to give worse advice because in
some sense audiences have been warned—caveat emptor. We argue
that instead of constantly disclosing conflicts, sometimes it’s better to
eliminate them. In many cases conflicts can be eliminated. Disclosure is
so popular because it’s thought to work: regulators love it for that reason,
consumers like it and allow it because it’s sensible. But what often is
driving the popularity of disclosure in fact, are the people who are
disclosing. They love disclosure so much because, as I like to say, it’s
better for them to disclose that they’re on the gravy train than to have to
disembark.
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But we’re not against disclosure. I realize and I
certainly want to go on record as saying that I think
disclosure will be part of the solution, especially when
conflicts can’t be avoided—and there are many cases
where they can’t be.
Then to your question, what to do? Well, we’re not
there yet, but we’re researching several things. We’ve
tried pairing biased advice with unbiased second
opinions, and using disclosure on both. That has
proved somewhat helpful, although unfortunately,
usually only in certain perfect storms when it’s very
clear how much the bias is affecting the conflicted
opinion and what to do about it.
Merely knowing there’s unconflicted advice out there
often isn’t sufficient unless the disclosure also
sufficiently encourages people to go get that second
opinion. The problem is often second opinions are
hard to get or expensive, or insufficiently motivated.
“Yes. I know it’s out there, but I’m not sure I need it.
This advice seems fine.”
3. How does your research fit with what other studies
are discovering about these challenges and
possible remedies?
Other researchers have paired disclosures with
repeated experience, or the ability to sanction biased
advisers—that has worked somewhat. Of course, we
worry that many important decisions will be made but
a few times in one’s life, so the fact that disclosure
can help savvy repeat players is not much
consolation. Conflicts of interest are most dangerous
for the inexperienced and vulnerable audiences, and
that’s who disclosure is supposed to protect.
In a different paper with Sunita Sah and Loewenstein,
we showed that disclosing a financial interest in what
the advisee does puts unfortunate pressure on the
advisee to satisfy that interest. In other words, you
now feel pressure to help me [the adviser], or at least
not insinuate that I’m corrupt. Even though disclosure
might cause the audience to trust the advice less, it
might put social pressure on them to be more likely to
take that same advice. In several experiments, we’ve
shown just that. People were taking advice that they
trusted less, not wanting to deal with the adviser
again. It’s not so much that they realize they can help
their adviser and are happy to do so. They actually
regret the entire interaction, but follow the advice
anyway.
So we’ve tried to look at ways to avoid that social
pressure to take what you know to be biased advice.
We found that disclosure could work better when it’s
paired with a cooling-off period, where the adviser
can’t second guess their response, especially [when]
the adviser is not watching the final decision. That has
helped.
As this kind of press gets out, I think that people will
better understand that conflicts are dangerous for
everyone. Not just the Madoffs of the world, but
perhaps even for your adviser down the street—the

good guys and gals of the world. Disclosing conflicts
would be more effective, because it would be more of
a warning.
The problem is that trying to be objective is not being
objective. It’s very hard to be objective when you have
a wrong incentive.

4. You mentioned your paper “The Dirt on Coming
Clean: The Perverse Effects of Disclosing
Conflicts of Interest,” which was submitted to the
SEC because of its linkages to fiduciary reform.
What does your study of the topic lead you to
believe should happen on the financial planner
fiduciary front?
This is tough, and of course this is what the SEC
always at the end of our discussion asks me. That’s
part of the reason we’ve been—in the last year or
so—really focusing on research that tries to make
disclosure more effective. My takeaway that I give to
them: maybe you had too much faith in disclosure and
too much faith in people’s ability to ignore information
and to ignore what might be bad advice.
Danny Kahneman, who won the Nobel Prize, and
Amos Tversky have this great research on the
anchoring bias, whereby people are shown to anchor
on or mentally stick to advice that’s given to them.
Even what they know to be randomly generated
advice. And that advice affects subsequent judgment.
If randomly generated advice can affect peoples’
judgment, then we have good reason to believe that
advice that’s disclosed as potentially biased [can],
especially if that disclosure is buried on page eight in
some legal jargon. Once you let bad advice out of the
bag, it’s really hard to undo its damaging effects. It’s
like a bad rumor. If you print a horrible rumor about
me but then a week later retract it, in some sense the
damage has been done.
I’ve been trying to make regulators aware that in some
sense disclosure is not a panacea. When they’re
making judgment calls—can these conflicts be
eliminated or should we just disclose them?—to the
extent possible they should err on the side of
eliminating conflicts.
When it comes to fiduciary standards and standards
of suitability, eliminating conflicts is extremely
expensive. In some cases there are questions of
whether you want financial advisers to have the right
to have certain conflicts as long as they disclose
them. You want consumers to have the right to get
their financial advice from all sorts of sources. There
are pluses and minuses to each side.
As the years have passed, two things have come out.
Number one, we’re getting better at understanding
how to make disclosure work. But also, number two,
I’m just amazed that the regulators are becoming
more sophisticated about the research. Often when I
walk into the room, they know a lot of the research I
was planning to talk about. How [regulators] react to
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that new awareness is complicated, and they’re
working on that furiously.

your readers Google the term “tulip bubble” to find out
if we fail to learn from past experiences like this.

5. You’ve written about overconfidence and under
confidence, and how most people actually
consider themselves below average when it
comes to difficult, skill-based tasks. How might
this dynamic affect many of our readers who are
entrepreneurs—people typically associated with
confidence?

7. What discoveries from your study into “reluctant
altruism” could benefit financial advisers in terms
of better understanding their clients’ instincts for
charitable giving?

Don Moore, Uriel Haran, and I have a new paper that
details how task difficulty interacts with various sorts
of overconfidence. Without getting into all of the
details, the upshot is that entrepreneurs in difficult
tasks are under confident in some ways and
overconfident in others—and predictably so.
One of the problems with sophisticated people—and
many of your readers are sophisticated, smart
people—is that smart people are very good at
convincing others and themselves of almost anything.
You can think of mental horsepower: if that
horsepower is misdirected, it’s like having a horse
pointed in the wrong direction. It will go very fast in the
wrong direction. Mere horsepower is not always good,
especially if it’s not second guessing itself.
Sophisticated people can find really creative ways of
supporting their own side of the argument. There’s
always two sides to nearly everything so there’s
always some reasons to believe in your side—and
don’t worry, you’ll find those reasons. The upshot is
that smart people can find too many reasons to be
confident. They end up merely confirming their prior
belief. That’s something I hope to really bring to life at
the [Retreat] conference, and end by discussing ways
to counteract it.
6. With your background in business ethics and
moral psychology, what is your perspective of the
“self-imposed” aspects of the financial crisis, such
as encouraging bad loans and creating
complicated securities products with few checks
and balances? Have we learned our lesson?
My friend Max Bazerman and Ann Tenbrunsel have
this new book Blind Spots, which is quite interesting.
One of the main theses of the book as they think
about things like the financial crisis is not what was
going on in the twisted minds who came up with some
of these instruments, and whether they should have
known better. It took a lot of people to get us into this
mess—some of it is bad luck, hindsight is 20/20, all of
those things—but there’s still a question of corruption
here and improper incentives. What the book Blind
Spots asks is, to the extent there may have been a
few bad apples driving some of this, how did this get
carried through? It took thousands of people to do
this. Certainly they’re not all bad apples. The book
looks at how good people end up doing bad things;
people take part in bad institutions or have the wrong
incentives.
If you ask, have we learned our lesson? I’d suggest

This is work I do with Jason Dana, and we found that
a lot of what drives giving is what the receiver
expects. Imagine yourself giving money to a homeless
person on the street. There are a lot of classic
interpretations of what you’re doing here. You may not
get any repeat benefits; you may never see this
person again. What’s going on? It seems genuine.
Many people think maybe it’s because you are for
fairness—for some reason feeling that you’re rich and
he’s poor and that bothers you. You feel guilty about it.
Or maybe you just feel a warm glow from giving.
Maybe you want to impress your date, or maybe you
just want to impress yourself.
Our research is showing, while all those explanations
are true in many cases, a huge amount of giving—at
least 50 percent in our experiments—cannot be
explained by these mechanisms. What looks to
explain it is something about the mental state and
expectations of the receiver. The fact that they will
know if we refuse them bothers us immensely. Even
anonymously, we don’t like to say no to other
anonymous people if they know that someone was
given the opportunity to give and said no.
The upshot is that other people’s expectations are
more psychologically important than we thought. I
know that the expectations of my boss and my
parents and family—clearly they are important. But
even the expectations of an anonymous “other” who
I’ll never meet again, even those massively drive
behavior.
One of the problems with disclosure is we see that it
undermines the expectations of good advice. We have
direct data in one of our studies with Moore and
Loewenstein in the Journal of Consumer Research.
We asked: “On some scale, how bad is it, how
unethical is it, to knowingly give misleading advice
with the intention of lining your pockets?” And most
people thought that was pretty bad in any
context—not only in a professional relationship
context, but just in general, don’t do that. But then we
repeated to another group the same question, but we
added, “And you’ve disclosed your financial interest in
doing so.” Now people thought it was not so bad.
I guess the tie between the two pieces of research is
that what other people expect matters a lot. If you
expect good behavior out of me, I rise to the occasion.
If you expect bad behavior out of me, I kind of sink.
Disclosure can have just that effect.
8. Some financial planning clients agree to a
particular strategy for reaching their financial
goals, but then fail to make the day-to-day
sacrifices (in budgeting, for example) necessary to
reach those goals. In your study of behavioral
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economics, how might an adviser effectively help
clients struggling with financial behaviors that are
detrimental to their long-term goals?
In a project that’s just getting off the ground, we’re
pointing out that many people have the right values
and long term goals, but simply don’t properly connect
current behavior to these goals. For example, many
people need not be convinced that saving is the smart
thing to do. The problem is that they’ll start saving
tomorrow. That would be fine—a one-day delay has
basically no impact on their future finances—but the
problem is that as far as actually saving, tomorrow
never comes. Each day provides the same incentives
to delay.
A lot of what figures into coaching people to live up to
their goals is encouraging them to appreciate how
much each small daily decision when aggregated over
many repetitions can really add up to progress. But I
don’t merely mean that they have to understand the
power of compound interest. The secret is getting
them to somehow start that compounding now instead
of later.
9. You discuss with your students at Yale what the
true purpose of “business” is; is it solely to make a
profit? Are you seeing any kind of consensus from
members of the next generation as to their
thoughts on the purpose of business?

10. As a keynote speaker at FPA Retreat 2012 in
May, what new insights do you plan to share with
financial planners at the conference?
I’m going to discuss overconfidence and some
psychological root causes of overconfidence. The first
half of the talk will be a lot of psychology experiments
and things that will be entertaining and fun and
interesting. But at first glance, [the audience] will not
be sure what the actual takeaway will be. But it will all
lead up to a better understanding of overconfidence
and how to combat it.
The things that do work aren’t that surprising; they’re
no more surprising than a lot of other tactics that
people in the audience would use to avoid being
overconfident. The problem is that almost none of
those tactics work, and can actually exacerbate
overconfidence. The tactics that I will give them
actually work. Understanding what causes the mental
trap of overconfidence will help them understand why
some “cures” work and some do not.

Behavioral Finance
Geoff Davey on Risk Tolerance, Risk
Perception, and New Standards for
the Future
by Carly Schulaka

I’m always surprised how much Milton Friedman’s
article “The Social Responsibility of Business Is to
Increase Its Profits” has a grip on people. It’s quite
different to think that you have the right to make a
profit than to think you have a moral and legal duty to
do so. The notion of a legal duty to shareholders and
only them is basically a myth in this country. Of
course, shareholders are important. You do have a
fiduciary duty to the corporation, and there are certain
circumstances—takeovers, etc.—where you have a
duty just to share prices and shareholders. But usually
to the extent that the law provides you a fiduciary duty
to the corporation, it’s the corporation as a whole—not
only shareholders but employees, consumers,
suppliers, perhaps the community you operate in, etc.
Students are struggling more and more with how and
when to bring their social and moral values to work.
As the generations proceed, they’re more sensitive to
the idea that they want a career and not a job. They
want to be fulfilled. They saw their parents work too
hard at a job they didn’t like, and so they’re very
interested in job crafting and bringing their values to
work.
They’re realizing that money is not the only goal, but
they’re wondering exactly how to bring nonfinancial
goals into play, especially in a for profit environment.
Maybe putting monetary [equivalents] on their
values—how much are they willing to spend or
sacrifice to live up to certain nonfinancial values?
Trade-offs—that’s something my students are
struggling with more and more every year that I see
them.

Reprinted with permission by the Financial Planning
Association, Journal of Financial Planning, Feb 2012

If you don’t already consider Geoff Davey a pioneer of
the financial planning profession, you should. He
began doing financial planning in his native Australia
in 1975. After selling his share of the firm to his
partners in the late 1980s, he homed in on risk
tolerance. Since co-founding FinaMetrica, he’s earned
an international reputation as a risk tolerance expert.
You’ve likely heard him speak at financial planning
conferences, or perhaps you use the FinaMetrica Risk
Profiling system with your clients.
When talking one-on-one with Davey, it’s clear his
passion lies in research. He continually studies risk
tolerance data, searching for patterns and
consistencies in an attempt to bring standards around
risk tolerance to the financial planning profession. In
Davey’s study of longitudinal data on risk tolerance
profiles from the pre-recession bull market and the
post-recession bear market, he’s finding that risk
tolerance is mostly stable; it doesn’t rise and fall with
markets as you may think. He’s also looking for
demographic patterns. Is the risk tolerance of older
people more stable than that of younger people? Are
males more stable than females? Davey doesn’t yet
know, but you can be sure he’s searching for those
answers. The Journal recently chatted with Davey
from his home in Sydney, Australia, about the role of
risk tolerance in financial planning and where
regulations in this area may be headed.
1. In your opinion, what is the role of risk tolerance in
the financial planning process? And how does this
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differ from risk perception and risk capacity?
Financial planning is invariably about having to make
one or more trade-off decisions. One of the classic
trade-off decisions around an investment strategy has
to do with three aspects of risk—risk required, risk
capacity, and risk tolerance.
Risk required is the risk associated with the return
required to achieve the clients’ goals. Given the
resources they have available and their time frame
and the magnitude of their goals, what sort of a return
are they going to need? And that will have a level of
risk associated with it. And that’s a pure financial
construct. That’s just running the numbers.
Risk capacity is about somebody’s financial ability to
take risk. If things don’t go as one would
hope—investments underperform or something else
goes wrong—how much of a setback can somebody
handle without it completely derailing their plans?
That’s also a financial construct; something you would
use planning software to calculate.
Risk tolerance, on the other hand, is people’s
psychological comfort with risk. It’s where they strike a
balance between making the most of their
opportunities and not putting their financial well-being
at risk. Risk tolerance is something you need to work
at using a different procedure. We say you need to
use a psychometric test.
So you’ve got these three aspects of risk, and ideally
they would all line up, but very rarely do they. One of
the ways of looking at it is if I work out what the risk
required is for a client, then risk capacity and risk
tolerance are going to operate separately as
constraints. Risk capacity is going to be an absolute
type of constraint. Somebody shouldn’t take more risk
than they have the capacity for because if they do,
they run the risk of completely derailing their plans.
Risk tolerance, on the other hand, tends to be a
balance point. You can be taking either too much risk
or too little risk.
Where risk perception fits into things—that’s
essentially about clients’ understanding of the risks.
The beauty of it is [risk perception] is something
planners have some control of, because they can
educate clients so that clients have realistic
expectations about risk. That’s a critical step for
planners.
2. You conducted research that showed the investing
public’s risk tolerance actually changed very little
as a result of the 2008 economic crisis, and that
what changed more dramatically was the public’s
perception of the risk inherent in investing. What
does your research finding mean for financial
planners?
Educating clients about risk, particularly portfolio risk,
strikes me as being a really critical step. I think a lot of
the industry-standard, educational material is simply
not very good. It is very difficult to explain risk to
people. A lot of the standard ways of doing it, people

simply don’t understand or they get the wrong
information. I do think it’s an area the industry could
get a lot better at, but it’s also a very difficult area, so I
don’t think we’ll turn that one around quickly.
3. What happens when a client couple has very
different risk tolerances? How can planners handle
these differences when advising couples?
You get a significant difference in about 60 percent of
cases. Where you have a significant difference, three
times out of four the man is more risk tolerant in
heterosexual couples, and one time out of four the
woman is more risk tolerant. So it’s there and it’s a
problem. I think one of the most critical things is to be
clear about who owns the problem. It’s the client who
owns the problem, not the planner. The planner can
guide, can suggest alternatives, can illustrate. But it’s
essentially the client’s decision.
The first step in trying to deal with this is making sure
you understand the nature of the difference. For this,
you do need a good risk-tolerance test so you can be
clear about the magnitude of the difference. You will
also be able to see where the difference arises.
Nowadays there are a lot of second marriages, so the
couple might be managing their money quite
separately, in which case you can manage each
according to the individual’s risk tolerance and you
don’t have to worry about the difference.
If, however, they are acting jointly, there are a number
of possibilities. If they’re going to keep all of their
money in one pool, they’re going to have to decide: do
they use the more risk-tolerant one’s risk tolerance, do
they use the less risk-tolerant one’s risk tolerance, or
do they go somewhere in between? One solution to
this is to split the money into two pools—one pool
managed jointly and a smaller pool either managed at
a higher level of risk for the more risk tolerant, or at a
lower level of risk for the less risk tolerant. Or you
could have three pools of money. You could have one
that’s in the middle somewhere, and a high pool and
low pool. Those are all possibilities, so there are ways
around the problem.
4. The cover story in this issue of the Journal is on
estate planning for nontraditional families. In
general, when planning for a portion of a client’s
portfolio set aside purely for bequeathing to future
generations, does the role of the client’s own risk
tolerance in determining appropriate assets
change?
In general, we’re talking about mental accounting,
where people have money dedicated to a particular
goal. It’s quite possible that they think about that
money differently.
It gets complicated. One of the complications can be if
the money that they’re setting up as a bequest has
actually been money that they’ve inherited; there can
be quite a strong sense of obligation of passing it on
to children at the same value as they received it.
Making sure it maintains the value possibly has a
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higher priority than growing it. On the other hand, it
might be, “I just want to give them as much as I can,
and I’ll take the same risk with this as I take with my
other money.” Or, alternatively, “I’m prepared to take
more risk with this than my other money.” There’s a
discussion around that.
One of the really tricky situations is for a planner
who’s advising an estate. One of the parents has died,
and that parent’s will says something along the lines
of the funds are to be used to provide the surviving
partner with whatever, and then on her death the
balance goes to the kids. Now, somebody trying to
advise in that scenario is in a difficult situation,
because the surviving partner’s risk tolerance is
certainly relevant to how the money is managed.
Given the nature of the goal here—to make it last—it’s
probably going to be reasonably conservative, and the
surviving partner will be less risk tolerant than the
adult children. But the conflict is the adult children are
going to want to grow the money if they can, so it’s
tricky. In that scenario you’d certainly want to know
the risk tolerance of the surviving partner and of each
of the adult children. You would need to have a
discussion around that, and get a lawyer involved, and
get a document that covers you.

“All regulators say you’ve got to take risk
tolerance into account, but that’s about as far
as they go.”
5. FinaMetrica co-founder Paul Resnik was quoted in
late 2011 saying that the profession needs a
standardization of the descriptions of risk as well
as a standardized measure of risk tolerance. What
would you propose those standards look like?
We’re actually working on trying to get a set of
standards together. We’re working with the behavioral
finance people at Barclays Wealth and Oxford Risk.
It’s been quite interesting that the U.K. regulator is the
first regulator to have looked at suitability with regard
to willingness and ability to take risk— what we would
call risk tolerance and risk capacity. All regulators say
you’ve got to take risk tolerance into account, but
that’s about as far as they go. But the U.K. regulator
looked at it and found that industry standards were
terrible. If you take the U.K., Australia, and the U.S. as
being where financial planning is most developed in
terms of level of sophistication, the standards around
suitability are pretty terrible.
The U.K. regulator put out a 31-page guidance paper
that refers to a whole lot of their other documents. The
problem is they don’t use the terminology consistently,
and that’s really a problem for the industry as a whole.
So the first thing is to define what you mean by the
terms. What do you mean by risk tolerance, risk
attitude, risk preference, risk appetite, risk willingness,
risk capacity, and risk profile? Then, what do you need
to do to assess each of those, and what do you need
to do when there are inconsistencies? We think it’s
possible to write a set of standards, using ISO-type
standards as a model, that maybe runs four or five
pages. The plan is to write a set of standards and then
to go and get a ruling from the U.K. regulator.

6. You told the Wall Street Journal in October 2011
that U.S. advisers have been slower to adopt
objective standards of risk tolerance than their
counterparts in the U.K. Why do you think that is
and how are you trying to change it?
What happens with standards in any area of financial
planning is two things. You get a pull from the top; the
good planners improving the way they do things. You
also get a push from the bottom through the regulator.
The reason things are different in the U.K. is that the
regulator has raised the minimum significantly from
where it is in the U.S. and elsewhere. But I don’t think
you’ll see something similar happen in the U.S.
anytime soon, simply because the focus seems to be
on fiduciary.
It will be interesting in that firms that operate
internationally will have to meet a higher standard in
the U.K. than they have to meet in the U.S. At some
stage, that disconnect is going to become an issue.
But that’s not going to happen quickly.
7. What are the compliance implications of weak or
inaccurate risk-tolerance assessments?
There is compliance and there’s liability, and they’re
not quite the same thing. Weak risk-tolerance
assessments from a compliance point of view will only
be a problem where the regulator sets a high
standard.
In Australia, we haven’t had anything from the
regulator, but the financial ombudsman has put out a
statement about suitability, which is essentially [a
duplication] of what the U.K. regulator has said. So
that’s a mix of compliance and liability.
We are also starting to see, around the world, what I
would call common-law cases where advisers have
got themselves into trouble because very clearly they
didn’t make a proper assessment of the client’s risk
tolerance.
8. Risk and reward may seem like a simple concept,
but planners must often help clients understand
the level of risk required to meet their goals. What
advice do you have for planners who may struggle
with this?
I think one of the most important things for a client to
understand is compounding— the compounding effect
on returns and the compounding effect of inflation.
Most people don’t understand, for example, the
difference an extra 1 percent can make over 30 years,
whether that’s in accumulation or in draw down. They
also don’t understand the significance of doing
something for 20 years rather than 10 years in terms
of accumulating. They don’t understand the penalties
for starting late.
They also don’t understand inflation. Governments
say, “We’ve pretty much got inflation under control. It’s
2 percent or 3 percent, whatever it is. It’s okay.” Two
percent or 3 percent will hurt you over time, so it’s
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really important that advisers get that message
across.
The other thing I think that’s really important to do,
although I think it’s tricky, is to talk in terms of today’s
dollars. When talking with clients, you should be doing
illustrations in terms of today’s dollars, and you should
be quoting rates of return as real rates of return, not
nominal rates of return.
9. You’ve been involved in financial services since
1972 and financial planning since 1975. What do
you think has been the most important change
specifically in the financial planning profession
over the past four decades?
I’m reluctant to use the word, because I think it’s too
value laden, but I think it’s the move toward holistic
planning—making it about clients’ lives and their
financial affairs as a whole and how it impacts what
they’re getting out of life. It’s not about getting an extra
1 percent return. It’s not about all the technical stuff,
the tax stuff, etc. It’s about the whole person and what
they want out of life.
10. In 1989 you sold your share of the financial
planning practice you founded to your five
partners. What succession planning advice do
you have for planners who are thinking of selling
to their partners?
It’s not going to be enjoyable, and putting it off doesn’t
make it any easier. If you’ve built a business, you’ve
got your body, mind, and soul in it; you really are
giving up part of yourself. There will be a hole in your
life when you stop doing it, and the people who take it
over won’t do what you would have done, so you do
need to acknowledge that there’s an unhappiness
associated with it.
The other thing I would suggest is select your partners
carefully. I deliberately tried to recruit people into the
business who had the potential to become partners
and who were in fact smarter than I was, so I think
that helped.

Technology Issues
Downright Revolutionary: But Is
Today’s Technology Enhancing
Client Interactions?
By Shelley A. Lee.
Shelley A. Lee is a business writer and
communications consultant based in Atlanta.
Reprinted with permission by the Financial Planning
Association, Journal of Financial Planning, March 2012

If there’s one statistic that illustrates what Eric Clarke
characterizes as perhaps the biggest shift in both the
rapid pace of technological change and the way in
which it’s changing professional life, it’s this one:
today, 7 percent of World Wide Web traffic comes
from mobile devices—smartphones and tablets—but
it’s projected that by 2014 the majority of web traffic
will be coming from mobile devices, not from PCs. “In
a word,” says Clarke, the CEO of Orion Advisor
Services, “this is huge, revolutionary.” Clarke also
notes that the Drop-box application, for anytimeanywhere file sharing, recently crossed 25 million
users, another statistic of the get-on-board-or-get-leftbehind technology wave advisers should be riding.
“That one falls into the ‘You, my adviser, surely don’t
expect me to scan that 20-page printed document, do
you?’ category,” says Clarke. “The whole point of all
this new technology is to simplify your clients’ lives.”
On the other hand, there is the mild lament from
planner Scott Kahan, CFP®, president of Financial
Asset Management Corp., about the costs of the tech
revolution. And he doesn’t mean in dollars. In the
1980s, when Kahan was teaching the CFP
certification curriculum at New York University, a
communication skills unit was part of the CFP 1 class,
but has since been dropped. “It was all about asking
the right questions, what to look for in body language,
and how to listen and really hear what the client was
saying,” says Kahan. “You just can’t get that through
an email, a text message, or the client going onto a
portal. How many times have you unconsciously
ascribed a tone of voice to an email or a text?”
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Norm Boone, CFP®, founder and president of Mosaic
Financial Partners, is a confirmed, longtime user of
technology (in 2004, Boone founded IPS AdvisorPro,
an online software application for customized
investment policy statements). But he agrees with
Kahan that reading body language and facial
expressions is crucial to effective client
communication and that all the new-fangled
technology in the world can never replace “the
moment.”
“It’s the ability to sit and be quiet, to allow silence for
two to three minutes while the client thinks about your
question and considers what he or she wants to say,
to come to clarity,” explains Boone. “There is plenty of
technology that gives me the ability to look something
up for a client. But there’s no gadget or program I can
use to look up how to respond to a client’s look of
distress or ‘aha’ moment.”
Gadgets Galore
In November 2011, FPA conducted a survey about
members’ use of new and emerging technologies. It’s
fair to say that, along with results from other recent
industry surveys on technology, the results are starkly
different from what would have been seen just one or
two years ago. Then, most financial advisers had little
familiarity with what today has become the tablet that
may rule the world. And a “smart” phone? Four or five
years ago that adjective in front of the word phone
would have seemed laughable. Today, there are 90
million smartphone users in the United States, with
the number expected to rise to 107 million in 2012,
according to eMarketer.com. Tablet users will jump to
55 million, up 23 percent from 2011. What eMarketer
calls today’s “technology stack” is built on three
opportunities: activities (communication, media
consumption, commerce), platforms, and devices.
This technology stack is ripe for mining by financial
advisers to significantly alter the ways they are
engaged and communicating with clients and
prospects. In fact, many already are getting traction
with client interaction through mobile devices.
Twenty-four percent of the 407 financial planners who
took FPA’s Adviser Technology Use & Benefits survey
are using a tablet professionally, and 71 percent are
using a smart-phone. One-third are now using
videoconferencing, and 29 percent are texting. Of
those using tablets, 49 percent are doing so for client
presentations, 53 percent for professional
development, and 78 percent to keep up on news.
Remarkably, almost half of those who use a tablet for
client presentations say they are using only a tablet
when delivering presentations out of the office.
Laptops, it appears, are staying behind. And why not?
For planners, data visualization and presentation are
key—unlike a laptop, which is not really a
collaborative tool, a tablet encourages the client’s
engagement through its easy touch, pinch, and sweep
features. Obviously, not all planners are Apple
enthusiasts, preferring other tablets, but the iPad now
accounts for 97 percent of all tablet web traffic in the
United States, a truly astounding figure.

Satisfaction with the Technology Takeover
When asked to describe the impact of technology on
their client interactions, almost three-quarters of
planners in the FPA survey report that client
satisfaction has increased. That appreciation seems
to go both ways—71 percent of advisers say the
technology they use for professional purposes has
increased their satisfaction with their client
interactions as well. In addition, 73 percent of
planners report that office efficiency has increased,
and 58 percent say that satisfaction with their work-life
balance has increased.
Other surveys corroborate the rising use of mobile
technology. Released in December 2011, Financial
Planning magazine’s annual tech survey shows that
40 percent of respondents own a tablet, with another
33 percent saying they plan to buy one in 2012. In its
first survey in 2007, Financial Planning didn’t even ask
about smartphones—a BlackBerry was just a
BlackBerry back then.
In the second quarter of 2011, tech firm ByAllAccounts
surveyed more than 250 financial advisers and also
got some eye-opening responses. Between February
and May 2011, one out of three financial professionals
bought a tablet computer; 42 percent of the survey
respondents own a tablet. Advisers, says Cynthia
Stephens, vice president of marketing for
ByAllAccounts, are really using tablets to increase
their business productivity: “More than 80 percent said
they had seen a productivity rise,” says Stephens. “A
smaller percentage, but still 50 percent, said the tablet
has enhanced client meetings. Where they previously
might have been using mobile devices in what I call
the ‘get started’ mode—primarily just to be more
responsive and available to their clients—they’re now
beginning to take tablets to the next level. Of course,
a lot of the future adoption is dependent on financial
partner firms developing more apps for tablets.”
The survey also revealed that use of some business
and productivity apps isn’t as high as use of news
apps—67 percent regularly use apps for news and
market updates, whereas 25 percent use a mobile
version of CRM and 22 percent use an app for
institutional trading account management.
Stephens points to another survey her firm did, one
that asked what high-net-worth investors really want
from their advisers. More than 60 percent of what the
survey calls “at-risk” investors (those not satisfied
with, partially satisfied with, or neutral about their
advisers) said their adviser doesn’t communicate
often enough, a factor that would influence their
decision to find another planner. “You can net that
finding out to this: ‘Get in touch with me more often,’
even if it’s an electronic alert on time-sensitive
information,” says Stephens.
Is Real Client Communication Lost to Efficiency?
Advisers like email and texting for obvious
reasons—they’re fast, efficient, and immediate.
George Taylor, CFP®, president of Temenos Advisory,
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has quite a few clients who are doctors, extremely
difficult to get hold of by phone during the workday.
Electronic communication has solved that problem for
Taylor. But the firm still has clients who don’t use
electronic communications, forcing the firm to
maintain relationships via a printer, a fax, and the post
office. These clients also force advisers to examine
the reasons clients don’t want to communicate that
way, and Taylor doesn’t think it’s generational.
“We tend to forget that electronic communication is
typing—and some people are just insecure and
uncomfortable with that,” says Taylor. “Mobile,
electronic communication is certainly about efficiency.
I want to be more efficient, but not hyper-efficient.
That would mean treating every client the same way,
and that’s just not the way it should be.”
Electronic communications also involve the issue of
“screen personality,” says Larry Rosen, Ph.D., a
professor of psychology at California State University
who has done research on the psychology of
communications and technology for 25 years. Behind
screens, we’re all different, according to Rosen—we
think, speak, and respond differently than in person.
Even video conferencing is not as effective: “You can’t
see the hand fidgeting or the foot tapping under the
table,” says Rosen. And receiving communications via
typed message on a screen can sometimes be
downright perplexing. “Think of the different meanings
in an exclamation point at the end of a sentence. Is
the client alarmed? Excited? Angry? Bursting with
enthusiasm?” asks Rosen.
He explains that clients who don’t want electronic
communications may actually have higher metacognition—the self-awareness to know how their own
brain responds to interruptions and distractions.
Instead of trying to persuade the client to adopt your
style—insisting on texts, emails, and flashy graphics
on a tablet—the better philosophy is simply: “More
power to them—this client really knows what he or
she needs in order to receive the knowledge the
adviser wants to give them.”
Survey responses about improved efficiency aside,
planners may also be fooling themselves about their
ability to multi-task better through technology.
According to Rosen, multi-tasking is a myth, with
research dating back to the 1950s supporting that. It’s
really serial-tasking—jumping from one task to the
next, with the short attention span often compromising
our ability to fully engage on any task. “You may
actually be getting less done in a day when you try to
multi-task,” says Rosen. “And the biggest contributor
to the myth of multi-tasking is technology.”
An End, or a Means to an End?
Is the purchase of a tablet—or tomorrow’s supersophisticated smart-phone an end in itself, or a means
to an end? In other words, says Stephens, it will be
interesting to see what percentage of planners will
eventually use a tablet as a replacement for a desktop
or laptop. It’s one thing to buy a tablet and justify its

use for late-night online reading or to appeal to that
very special but tiny group of clients an adviser just
knows will be seduced by the latest and greatest, and
another thing entirely to adopt a radically different
business model that relies only on mobile devices.
More than ever, with something new and exciting out
almost constantly, planners need a 30,000-foot, longterm tech vision, says David Drucker, CFP®, a
financial adviser and technology consultant who
produces the annual “Technology Tools for Today”
conference with Joel Bruckenstein. Advisers can no
longer be content with just thinking about which
computer to buy this year, or which cool new apps to
download. “Technology has seeped into every aspect
of business life,” says Drucker. “It’s incumbent on
planners to have a vision and a process to guide them
on purchase decisions, but, more importantly, to guide
them on how their purchases may alter their business
model. One of the considerations many fail to make is
whether they should even be purchasing hardware
and software or, instead, outsourcing an entire
operation, especially functions such as portfolio
management.”
“As for tablets and their use for client interactivity, this
is really a ‘wow’ time in the industry,” says Drucker.
“The tablet is one more step on the path of searchable
and retrievable digitized information that can result in
a paperless office.”
Some planners are using new technology not only to
create paperless offices but also to create virtual
offices, expanding their firm’s footprint to distant
states. Taylor’s Temenos Advisory has offices in
Connecticut, Maryland, and Georgia. When Taylor
opened the newest office in Georgia, he affirmed the
fact that technology is now paying real dividends.
Taylor was able to open the office and get it up and
running in less than two days with voice-over Internet
protocol (VoIP), smart-phones, a remote desktop
server, collaborative file-sharing software—everything
needed for a new branch. All of Temenos’s employees
have company-supplied smartphones, and Gmail
allows complete integration with calendars. And the
virtual approach frees Taylor from feeling like he has
to find new talent for his company in a specific area.
But Taylor still holds regular in-person meetings with
clients—and no technology is allowed in the room.
“Sometimes we have a notepad, but usually it’s just
two faces across a table,” he says.
Norm Boone’s virtuality is similar—his advanced use
of technology allows Mosaic’s director of investments
to live 250 miles away from Mosaic’s office in San
Francisco. And despite the fact that all Mosaic
employees now have a Kindle Fire, and the 2012 plan
is to use tablets more often in client meetings, all
client meetings are held in Mosaic offices, not in a
mobile environment. It’s partly professional image
positioning, according to Boone, and partly that
“clients are really not going to share the most
sensitive and personal information with you in a
crowded Starbucks.”
Client demographics also play a role. Mosaic’s clients
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tend to be older and somewhat less tech-savvy.
Younger clients, though, are often intimidated by a
printed planning document, says Jude Boudreaux,
CFP®, of Upper line Financial Planning in New
Orleans. Boudreaux uses an iPad in client meetings,
often at the client’s home or office, allowing
Boudreaux to control the pace and the focus.
“Nobody’s flipping five paper pages ahead of me.
They can have a paper copy, just not at the meeting,”
says Boudreaux. “Those old-fashioned print
documents feel very irrelevant to many people. The
financial plan should be a living, breathing document.
With mobile technology, we can actually make
changes in a real-time environment.”
A Long, Long Wave
As for what’s coming down the road, both near term
and in the more distant future, Taylor reminds us that
most of us over age 30 once said, “Facebook? What a
stupid thing.” Existing technology, after further
enhancements and wider adoption, will continue to
affect planners’ practices in new ways: advanced
collaboration technology will bring a feels-like-you’rethere sense to remote meetings—think of it as video
conferencing on steroids. Clients will benefit from
more comprehensive information sharing through
document vaults, project management software for
seamless teamwork and client communication
archiving will become more robust, and clients may
even have their own discussion boards on planners’
platforms, with the planner’s role as intellectual
facilitator.
“Who knows what’s coming?” says Taylor. “From a
confirmed technology adopter’s viewpoint, that is
incredibly exciting. Whatever is on its way to us could
take our businesses to places we simply can’t
imagine.”
Apps such as Evernote are excellent for total
archiving of a client meeting, according to Daniel Paz,
director of technology solutions for independent
broker-dealer Investacorp, and planners can expect to
see more apps similar in functionality. Evernote allows
you to type notes into your smart-phone or tablet,
record the audio, attach a picture (for example, a
client’s document) or video, tag your meeting location
through GPS, and sync it to your account through a
browser. “It’s a true ‘living note,’” says Paz.
Clarke thinks clients will drive much of what planners
adopt. “If the client insists on a meeting outside the
office and comes with a tablet, that’s a pretty clear
indication that client wants to see the adviser with a
tablet and provide access to information through a
portal or software like Drop box,” says Clarke. “By the
same token, if clients don’t seem to respond to these
things, advisers must always ask themselves, ‘Who is
this meeting for?’” Clarke also believes that more
extensive adoption of technology is going to prove
itself as a marketing differentiator for advisers. Orion
is now offering a custom-branded mobile app for
advisers—for example, the “Smith Financial

Management Firm” app, complete with a firm’s logo,
colors, customized reports, video commentaries from
the adviser, and metrics on client views and
downloads.
Whatever the pace of new devices and applications,
technology analysts and historians say that despite
the instant gratification from something new to a user,
technology’s most profound effects are truly a long,
long wave. The report “Technology’s Long Wave” from
The Futures Company points out that the automobile
platform—a platform being more than just a particular
technology and, instead, something greater than the
sum of specific technologies that make it up—
emerged from Henry Ford’s first assembly line in
1908, 25 years after Daimler’s first vehicles.
The “social impact” of new technologies emerges later
than we think. First, there is new technology used to
do old things; much later people start to use it to do
new things in new ways. To wit: the suburbs, parking
meters, and edge-of-town retail and business parks
are relatively late manifestations of the auto
technology system. The Futures Company report also
reminds us that the shape of businesses adapts to the
shape of the technology, and not the other way
around, and that any organization or profession must
take great care not to let relationships with customers,
clients, employees, and other stakeholders blur into a
morass of bytes. In other words, without “edges,” in
the eyes of their clients, financial planners could
become their fancy devices and their data, and not
their clients’ life guides, coaches, and sources of
wisdom.

Sidebar:
A Computer in Your Clothes: Really Mobile Apps
Like the 19th-century writer Jules Verne, amazingly
prescient about the future, there are those among us
who, because of their work focus, have the ability to
look far down the road and see what technological
advances are coming in the future. Ray Kurzweil, an
author, scientist, and futurist described by Forbes as
“the ultimate thinking machine,” has made numerous
predictions in his writings, with some of his past
predictions—that a computer would beat the best
human chess players by 1998, for example—originally
sounding pretty far-fetched. Then again, Kurzweil’s
track record of predictions is pretty impressive: 89 out
of 108 were entirely correct by the end of 2009, with
an additional 13 deemed “essentially correct.”
According to Kurzweil, by 2019 a $1,000 personal
computer will have as much raw power as the human
brain, computers will be embedded everywhere
(jewelry, clothing, walls), cables connecting computers
and peripherals will have disappeared, and access to
the Internet will be completely wireless and provided
by wearable or implanted computers. As for further
down the road, Kurzweil predicts that by the 2030s
“mind uploading” will be possible. IBM research
scientists say that within five years our smart-phone
will be our wallet, bank, and record keeper (goodbye
paper currency) and that our mobile device will know
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where we’re going, where we’ve been, what we’ve
bought, where other people have gone and what
they’ve bought, and other data that will change the
way we start thinking about our routines such as
commuting, shopping, and, yes, investing.
For now, financial planners are exploring and
benefitting from the rapid introduction of all things
mobile, including new apps such as one from Sign
Now for getting electronic signatures on a mobile
device (documents are encrypted on Sign Now’s web
server while they are processed, then discarded), a
new iPad app and an iPhone app for depositing
checks remotely, both from Charles Schwab, and
Fidelity’s Wealth Central iPhone app, introduced in
2011.

Is Your Email Secure?
By Ash Bhatnagar, CFP®.
Reprinted with permission by the Financial Planning
Association, Journal of Financial Planning, March 2012

Ash Bhatnagar, CFP®, is president and founder of FA
Cloud Technologies, providing compliance-ready
business solutions for the independent adviser. He is
an expert in designing and integrating infrastructure,
and has more than 20 years of financial industry
experience in addition to his IT background.
In the past few years, there has been great focus in
regulation around securing client data—specifically,
making vendors more responsible for security and for
providing more information to clients (advisers). But in
light of the recent hacking incident at Stratfor Global
Intelligence, a security firm that works with many
Fortune 500 companies, including banks, and even
Homeland Security, advisers might be thinking: how
do I combat this? In the Stratfor hacking, anywhere
from 200GB to 6TB of data was stolen. Credit card
and personal information was taken, which was used
to make donations to the Red Cross. Although
humorous at first, much of the hacked information was
slowly leaked to the public.
Email: Overlooked Vulnerability
Let’s go over regulations first. Most know about RegSP and The Massachusetts Rule. Each is meant to
protect client data. All advisers I speak to really do not
want client data to be compromised; it is their worst
nightmare. But if you asked regulators to go into your
system and determine where the risks are, I doubt
whether they would know where to begin. They will
most likely ask for your operations manual to review.
So advisers are left to tackle security on their own.
Let’s start with what I feel is the most vulnerable
area—it is not your client data but your email system.
There are many forms of email protocol: POP3,
SMTP, IMAP, MS Exchange, and now Google. Many
advisers use the POP3/SMTP method because it is
the cheapest. But when asked if the mail is secure,
they do not know.
Understanding Email Traffic via the Internet

Running your own mail server takes hardware,
software, and staff. Unless you have the dollars to
support a mail server in your office, you most likely
subscribe to some type of third-party mail service.
What happens in this case is any mail you originate is
sent via the Internet to your mail server, which then
sends the mail to the recipient’s mail server, again via
the Internet, and then finally to the recipient’s desktop
via the Internet. So your messages are actually
exchanged over the Internet three times—giving a
hacker three opportunities to view and take advantage
of your email. This is the process even if your
colleague is sitting right next to you.
POP3 Mail. When you use POP3 (for receiving
email), for instance, the user name and password are
sent over the Internet, essentially letting anyone look
at your email. This is one reason you might get a
strange email from a friend with an odd link.
Someone hijacked that friend’s email account and is
using it to send spam. So unless you initiate secure
socket layer (SSL) (the standard security technology
for establishing an encrypted link between a web
server and a browser) and/or check that your email
service provider has done something to ensure secure
communications, your email is not secure.
The next item to think about is, even if email is secure
from your computer to the mail server, what happens
when it leaves your server and goes to the recipient’s
server? Here you have no control over your recipient’s
server or PC. If your email is going to a business, then
most likely the mail is secure. If it is a personal
account, ask your mail provider the question.
Whatever the answer, add it to your compliance
manual. Additionally, add to your manual how your
mail is secure.
When using this type of basic email service, after you
receive an email it is on your computer only; it is
typically not saved on the service provider’s server. If
it is, it may cost extra. So backing up your email is
completely your responsibility.
MS Exchange. Most everyone has heard of Microsoft
Exchange. MS Exchange is offered in two formats:
using your own server or a hosted service. The
advantage of MS Exchange is that it offers a
tremendous amount of flexibility per individual user
and more overall for the network administrator. In
addition, MS Exchange supports business functions
such as calendaring, meeting and task management,
and web-based email access. Unfortunately, the
expense of running an MS Exchange server or using
a third-party service is high, but in this scenario, you
are certain that communication with your colleague is
secure. With email outside your server, you are never
certain. Administration on the MS Exchange server is
not for amateurs—you should know something about
networking and email services before approaching MS
Exchange administration.
Most MS Exchange service providers store email on
their server until the email is archived. They also offer
backup services, which can be expensive.
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Google. One of the newest players in the email
market is Google. Google has been offering email
services to the retail market for a few years now, and
recently extended this service to businesses. Google
offers the security required between you and the
server, but after it leaves that server it is an unknown.
Google also offers calendaring, collaboration, and
other features. The expense is not high, but you need
to know how to administer the services. Once again,
you’ll need network knowledge as well as mail-server
knowledge.

protected document is crude, but works well. Lastly,
virtual servers can be used to share information. You
will need an ID and password, and they all use SSL.
Understanding the flow of data is the first step to a
secure email system. Using SSL is the next step, but
most advisers do not check into this, as most use
Outlook with parameters given to them by the service
provider. And don’t forget, having good internal email
policies and controls will go a long way toward helping
you stay compliant with securing client data when
communicating through email.

Smart Devices
All of this gets further complicated with “smart”
devices. Most devices have an email-capable phone
and even a pad of some sort. Some offer data service
and some do not. In either case, is the communication
secure? Unfortunately, you will need to ask your
specific provider. If you are using an unsecure WiFi
signal (no password needed to enter), assume that
everything your pad is sending or receiving is sent for
everyone to view. This means anyone who knows
what they’re doing can see what you are
doing—including your passwords. I cannot say for
certain that all devices behave this way because there
are so many out there, but you should research and
feel comfortable with your activity on mobile devices.
Speaking of that, is your device password-protected?
If not, it should be!
Monitoring Your Employee Email
Compliance regulations require the monitoring of
employee email communication. Although this action
may seem difficult at first, it is not that bad. If you use
Outlook, its tools can find key words or phrases in an
email and perform a certain action to that specific
email. For example, if you wanted to stop all outbound
email with the word “account” in it and have it routed
for a compliance check, you can perform this function
in Outlook. Unfortunately, you have to set up each
computer. MS Exchange and Google make this a little
simpler—you can perform this function once on the
server for all users. Again, you must have technical
knowledge.
Why Encryption Doesn’t Work
Regulators talk about encrypting sensitive information
in email. I personally find encryption does not work
well. With encryption, you normally have a password
that has to be implemented by the recipient. It is one
thing to ask a business partner to accept encrypted
email, but I find it is nearly impossible to get clients to
go through the decryption process. Google offers an
encrypting service and it works well, but again, a
recipient needs to input the password to read the
email, which I find very cumbersome and not worth
the problems it creates.
An alternative to encryption is simply not to send
sensitive information via email. Call your clients—they
like hearing from their adviser. There is always faxing,
although I am not a fan of faxes. Sending a password-
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Reprinted with permission by the Financial Planning
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Jerry A. Miccolis, CFA, CFP®, FCAS , is a principal and the
chief investment officer at Brinton Eaton, a wealth
management firm in Madison, New Jersey, as well as a
portfolio manager for The Giralda Fund. He cowrote Asset
Allocation For Dummies® (Wiley 2009), and numerous
works on enterprise risk management.
Marina Goodman, CFP® , is an investment strategist at
Brinton Eaton and a portfolio manager for The Giralda Fund.
She has been working to bridge the gap between research
and practice in improving the portfolio optimization process.

At the heart of portfolio diversification is the
assumption that at least some assets have low
correlations with each other. Underestimating
correlation leads to overestimating the portfolio’s true
diversification. This becomes particularly dangerous
during times of market stress, when contagion sets in
and the investment adviser gets caught by surprise at
how much the assets begin moving together—and in
the wrong direction!
Having a better understanding of how assets relate to
each other dynamically across different environments
can help the adviser build a truly diversified portfolio
and help identify the times when the portfolio may be
most vulnerable.
Most people think of correlation as a single number;
however, a single number cannot capture the dynamic
nature of correlation. Here we explore various ways of
viewing the relationship between assets in a more
comprehensive way.
Market Forces
One reason for a dynamic approach to correlation is
that correlations can change as fundamental market
forces change. A useful way to capture these changes
is to calculate rolling correlations over a certain
period, such as three years, which is long enough to
observe a stable pattern and short enough to be
timely. An example is the rising correlation between
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An example of a sudden and unexpected change is
the increase in the correlation between commodities
and equities (the red line in). This phenomenon
started with contagion in the fourth quarter of 2008
and has continued, perhaps because of greater
investor access to commodities and the emerging
prominence of the “risk on/risk off” mentality affecting
virtually all types of risky assets.
Correlations that change over time are more the rule
than the exception, so a measurement over any
historical period may not be relevant to the period
over which your portfolio needs to perform. Failure to
reflect that fact may result in portfolios that are much
more dangerous than you think.
Asset Behavior
Figure 1: Three-Year Rolling Pearson Tho Correlation(Monthly
Date, Dec.1990-2011)
S&P 500 TR Index and
MSCI EAFE Index

S&P 500 TR Index and S&P
GSCI Commodities Index

Figure 2:

Monthly Return Comparison, S&P GSCI and CTI
Low Volatility

CTI Long/Short Commodity Index

domestic and international equities resulting from the
increase in globalization (the blue line in Figure 1)—a
change that occurred gradually and, some would say,
predictably.
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commodity returns, the more likely the CTI will
outperform and the greater the degree of out
performance. This makes a much stronger argument
that these strategies are good diversifiers to each
other than a simple correlation measurement—or
even a rolling correlation picture—would imply.
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This example points out an oft-ignored feature of
traditional correlation coefficients—they measure the
degree to which the relationship between two things
is linear; they are baffled by non-linear relationships,
of which there are many in the real world. Figure 2
shows how this scatter-plot tool can be particularly
useful in evaluating alternative investments, which
often have unique and non-linear relationships with
more traditional assets and strategies.
Time and Other Criteria

There are more troubling problems with traditional
measures of correlation. A particularly grievous one is
that, in addition to being time-dependent, correlations
are dependent on how well the assets themselves are
behaving. One way to view this phenomenon is via a
scatter plot in which the returns of one asset are
graphed along the x-axis and the returns of the other
asset are graphed along the y-axis. Each point on the
graph represents the return for each asset in a
particular common month. In Figure 2, we compare
the monthly return of the S&P GSCI commodity index
with the monthly return of a long/short commodities
momentum strategy, the Commodities Trends
Indicator (CTI), available to the retail investor through
several investment vehicles. This scatter-plot view
allows one to immediately see the return distributions
for both asset classes.
The black line indicates where the CTI return would lie
if it equaled the commodities return each month. This
line helps us to easily identify months when CTI
outperformed commodities (being above the black
line) or underperformed (being below the black line).
Figure 2 shows more interesting behavior than what a
single correlation number could hope to capture. For
example, when the returns on commodities are
positive, the CTI tends to underperform. However,
when returns on commodities are negative, the CTI
usually outperforms—and the more negative the

The scatter plot shown does not include the
dimension of time, so you can’t tell if a particular data
point was recent or from years ago. It can therefore
mask changing correlations over time. One way to
include time is by making the returns from each period
a distinct data series and using a unique color for
each. This enhanced view can convey much the same
information as the rolling-correlation view shown in
Figure 1.
Taking this idea a step further, the return history can
be parsed based on any criteria one chooses. An
adviser can develop a taxonomy of different market
environments based on some economic or market
criteria, for instance. This tool can then help the
adviser refine the assumptions—on expected return,
risk, and relationships between assets that go into an
asset allocation optimization model—to reflect the
projected market environment.
For example, what if the returns were color-coded
(and/or shape- coded) based on the average level of
volatility (VIX) for that month? You can see that adding
this feature in Figure 2 helps vividly show how the
assets perform in a low-, medium-, and high-volatility
environment. The adviser can now make a direct link
between the kind of volatility regime he or she thinks
is most likely and the resulting returns, risk, and
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correlations for the asset classes under review.
Having a comprehensive understanding of the true
relationships between assets is key to building a welldiversified, robust portfolio. Any correlation measure
that presumes these relationships are static, linear,
and unaffected by the market environment is unlikely
to help the adviser reach that level of understanding.
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·
The authors develop an age-based, three-

dimensional distribution model that illustrates a
retiree’s yearly transition through retirement,
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·
Establish an age-based distribution model
Executive Summary
·
Incorporate current-age life expectancy
·
Address survivorship into superannuated ages
·
Short fall risk retirement income analyses offer little
·
Address market sequence risk
insight into how much risk is optimal, and how risk
tolerance affects retirement income decisions
·
Develop a method to rationally incorporate retiree
·
This study models retirement income risk in a
goals of either consumption or inheritance, and
switch between the two as desired
manner consistent with risk tolerance in portfolio
selection in order to estimate optimal asset
allocations and withdrawal rates for retirees with
·
Past research has primarily focused on fixed, nondifferent risk attitudes
age-specific distribution periods. The model
developed in this paper demonstrates:
·
We find that the 4 percent retirement withdrawal
rate strategy may only be appropriate for risk·
How longevity probability can be developed into
averse clients with moderate guaranteed income
dynamic, yearly adjustable distribution periods
sources

·
These dynamic distribution periods can then be
·
The ability to accept greater shortfall probabilities
combined with stochastic (Monte Carlo) real
means that risk-tolerant investors will prefer a
higher withdrawal rate and a riskier retirement
portfolio

returns

·
The distribution period (DP) can be dynamically
managed, as the retiree ages, by varying the

·
A risk-tolerant client may prefer a withdrawal rate
percentiles of longevity
of between 5 percent and 7 percent with a
guaranteed income of $20,000

·
The withdrawal rate is very sensitive to DP, and
the DP is very sensitive to life expectancy; thus

·
The optimal retirement portfolio allocation to stock
more attention should be paid to longevity risk than
increases by between 10 and 30 percentage points
and the optimal withdrawal rate increases by
between 1 and 2 percentage points for clients with
a guaranteed income of $60,000 instead of
$20,000

To access the full version of this article, go here to
become a member of FPA.

has been in past research

·
The probability of failure (POF) remains a useful
metric to evaluate exposure of a retiree’s portfolio
to market sequence risk, and a POF-based
decision rule applies to both the asset allocation
effect and the age effect on withdrawal rates
To access the full version of this article, go here to
become a member of FPA.
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